
JACK WOLFSKIN is celebrating an absolute milestone in PFC 
– the company had set itself the ambitious goal of eliminating 
PFC from its clothing collection by 2020, and met that goal a 
year ahead of schedule with the 2019 summer collection! 
The entire collection is now 100 % PFC-free. Plus, 79 % of 
equipment products and 100 % of backpacks and bags are  
now PFC-free, too. Footwear is making great strides in 
sustainability as well: the new AUCKLAND product line 
with its seven styles is entirely PFC-free.

Untouched nature meets pulsating metropolis, wild meets 
urban – for its new collection, JACK WOLFSKIN sought in-
spiration in Australia and New Zealand, two of the most 
fascinating areas on earth. With 15 peaks exceeding 3,000 
metres altitude in the Southern Alps on South Island, New 
Zealand is a trekkers’ paradise and was the inspiration for 
the ACTIVE OUTDOOR line. The diversity of Australia, with 
the big cities of Sydney and Melbourne, over 500 national 
parks, and legendary beaches, provided the theme for the 
EVERYDAY OUTDOOR range.

Sustainability and resource protection are high on the 
agenda for the 2019 summer collection. A special focus is 
on products made of all-recycled materials*. The revolution-
ary TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE technology has been further 
developed to include all-recycled materials* in 2.5- and 3-layer 
versions, and is now also used in trousers for the first time.

SUMMER 2019
JACK WOLFSKIN steps out with active environmental protection, 
innovative products and sustainable projects.

•	STRONG:	SUSTAINED	PERFORMANCE	WITH	TECHNOLOGICAL	INNOVATIONS	

•	CLEAN:	100	%	PFC-FREE	CLOTHING	COLLECTION

•	STYLISH:	COOL	CAPSULE	COLLECTIONS	

(*Outer material, membrane and lining)
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JACK WOLFSKIN is one of the leading providers of premium 
quality outdoor apparel, footwear and equipment in Europe 
and the largest franchisor in the sports retail market in Germany.  
JACK WOLFSKIN products are currently available in more 
than 900 Jack Wolfskin Stores and at over 4,000 points of 
sale worldwide. JACK WOLFSKIN products are renowned for 
their optimized functionality, high quality and exceptional  

INNOvAtION, hIghESt qUALIty 
ANd FUNCtIONALIty FOR EvERyONE 
WhO’S At hOME OUtdOORS

innovation. In recent years the specialist outdoor brand has 
captured a large share of the market with numerous new 
products and materials. JACK WOLFSKIN is also a pioneer of 
the first order when it comes to sustainability. The companyhas 
been a member of the Fair Wear Foundation since 2010 and 
was awarded FWF Leader Status three times in a row. JACK 
WOLFSKIN is also a bluesign® system partner and has been 
a member of the ‘Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals’ 
programme since 2012. JACK WOLFSKIN is headquartered 
in Idstein, in the Taunus region of Germany. The company  
currently employs over 1000 people in Germany.

The Idstein-based outdoor clothing specialist is going down innovative paths in  
active, credible environmental protection. With the SEQUAL	OCEAN	PROJECT 
JACK WOLFSKIN is supporting the recycling of plastic garbage from the oceans. 
It has also developed technologies to protect people – the new MOSQUITO	PROOF	
line protects the areas it covers from mosquito bites, without any chemicals.

With its new footwear collection JACK WOLFSKIN is making a strong statement 
and underlining its expertise. Classics and bestsellers have also been given extensive 
design and function updates.

In addition to perfect performance, JACK WOLFSKIN is also about style, with small 
but sophisticated collections that are winning over entirely new target groups. The 
new JWP	Capsule	Collection is centred on handy formats – all of its products 
are light, compactly stowable and deliver top performance. With JW365 there is 
now also a first-ever Capsule Collection just for men, offering multifunctional style 
year-round. 
The new looks of the WOLFSKIN	TECH	LAB collection are real highlights for fashion-
forward aesthetes, featuring purist design with top performance.
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Active environmental protection and consistent expansion of sustainable product series 

SUSTAINABLE
PERFORMANCE
The issue of sustainability and the conservation of resources  
is a top priority at JACK WOLFSKIN. The new season is  
focusing  on products made from fully recycled materials. Us-
ing revolutionary TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE technology, the  
Idstein-based garment manufacturer has launched an abso-
lute innovation on the outdoor market – a jacket consisting of 
a 100 % recycled membrane, with a 100 % recycled 
outer fabric and a 100 % recycled inner lining. 
JACK WOLFSKIN is actively contributing to envi-
ronmental protection: over 1 million PET bottles 

KANUKA RIDGE JACKET MEN
Sustainable lightness, perfect performance

All the outer materials in this lightweight, waterproof 3-ply jacket are 100 % recycled. It’s the 
perfect accessory for environmentally conscious hiking fans on tour:

• The	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	material	provides	reliable	protection	against	wind	and	weather
• Ideal	for	use	in	combination	with	a	rucksack	thanks	to	the	elevated	side	pockets

with lateral openings
• Under-arm	vents
• Water-repellent	zips
• Reflective	details

Material:	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	3L;	weight:	530	g	(size	M); 
100 % PFC-free
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have been recycled to create the products sold so far, which 
equates to a reduction of around 27 tonnes of plastic waste. 
In the latest collection, this issue is now being rigorously 
expanded: fully recycled materials* are now available in 2.5	
and	 3	 layers, and for the first time they are also being 
used for trousers. A total of 54	styles for women, men and 

children are made entirely from recycled materials.The 
company is also celebrating an important milestone  

in the new season: the entire clothing collection 
is 100 % free of PFC!

GB

(*Outer material, membrane and lining)



KANUKA RIDGE PANTS MEN/WoMEN
Classic cut, hidden functions

These weatherproof trousers made of 100% recycled 3-ply fabric are ideal 
for summer tours. And thanks to their classic cut, they also look good on city 
excursions:

• Ventilation	by	means	of	long	zips	along	the	entire	outer	side
• Waist	and	hem	can	be	adjusted	for	optimal	fit
• Pre-formed	knees	provide	plenty	of	freedom	of	movement
• Reflective	details

Material:	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	3L;	100	%	recycled	polyester;	
weight:	495	g	(size	50);	100	%	PFC-free

MISTY PEAK JACKET WoMEN
Ultralight	and	super-stylish	–	 
environmental protection really is that easy today

This jacket with sporty cut and narrow silhouette offers top performance. 
The	3-layered	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE,	made	of	recycled	materials,	has	
long-lasting water- and windproof properties and guarantees breathable 
protection against weather.

• The	lightweight	tricot	fabric	on	the	inside	feels	comfortable	on	the	skin
• Under-arm	vents
• Close-fitting	elastic	cuffs
• Reflective	details

Material:	TEXAPORE	ECOSPERE	LIGHT	3L;	NYLON	STRETCH	JERSEY;	
weight:	330	g	(size	S);	100	%	PFC-free

KIEWA HooDED JACKET WoMEN
100 % recycled, 100 % sustainable

This lightweight jacket is a real highlight for environmentally conscious 
outdoor sportswomen – both the outer fabric and the lining consist entirely 
of recycled material: 

• Breathable	and	fast-drying
• Two	laterally	integrated	side	pockets	and	the	back	waist	gather	emphasise

the narrow silhouette
• Fixed	hood

Material:	NANUK	DYNAMIC	ECOSPHERE	Q.M.C.;	
100	%	recycled	polyester;	weight:	375	g	(size	S);	
bluesign® PRODUCT
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KIEWA HooDED JACKET MEN
100 % recycled, 100 % sustainable  

This jacket is a real highlight for environmentally conscious outdoor 
enthusiasts – both the outer fabric and the lining consist entirely of  
recycled material:

• Breathable	and	fast-drying
• Two	laterally	integrated	side	pockets
• Narrow	silhouette
• Fixed	hood

Material:	NANUK	DYNAMIC	ECOSPHERE	Q.M.C.;	
100	%	recycled	polyester;	weight:	440	g	(size	M); 
bluesign® PRODUCT
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developed in Europe made from 100% recycled polyester.  
In addition, JACK WOLFSKIN has developed a small,  
sustainable T-shirt collection: to create the material for the 
OCEAN T series, organic cotton was combined with the 
recycling yarn SEAQUAL, which is made of 100 % recycled 
plastic waste from the Mediterranean.

0 % waste! 100 % sustainability!
ZERO WAStE PROJECT
Plastic waste has become one of the greatest threats to the 
environment – on land and especially in the oceans of the 
world. Therefore, one of the most important tasks we face 
is not to produce even more plastic in the future, but rather 
to reuse it. With its exceptional ZERO	WASTE	 PROJECT, 
JACK WOLFSKIN is committed to the recycling of precious 
resources.	 For	 the	new	season,	 four	fleece	tops	have	been	

GUPPYFRIEND WASHING BAG
Smart washing bag with microplastic filter function

This is what active environmental protection looks like: when clothing 
made of synthetic fibres is washed, microscopic microfibres are released 
and get into the wastewater and groundwater. This washing bag made of 
particularly fine-pored material reliably collects fibre residues so they can be 
subsequently disposed of easily and effectively in the household waste. 
An additional bonus: the soft lining of the bag reduces the formation of 
unattractive pilling and thanks to the lower abrasion of the fibres, the 
clothing retains its new look even longer.

Material:	100	%	POLYAMIDE;	size:	48	×	71	cm
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  OCEAN T MEN      OCEAN T WOMEN 

1

2

SEAqUAL OCEAN 
PROJECT
Clean seas, new yarn, sustainable styles

Every	 year,	 8	million	 tonnes	 of	 plastic	waste	 end	 up	 in	 our	
oceans. According to scientific extrapolations, by 2050 the 
mass of all the plastic in the oceans will be greater than that of 
all marine creatures. 75 % of the plastic ends up on the seabed 
and endangers the unique ecosystem there. This season, JACK 
WOLFSKIN has launched a joint	 project	 with	 SEAQUAL.  

The Spanish company cooperates with 1,500 fishermen who 
collect plastic waste from the bottom of the Mediterranean. 
This is then made into SEAQUAL fibres. Each kilogram of  
SEAQUAL produced corresponds to one kilogram of plastic 
waste. The current collection uses the recycling yarn for the 
OCEAN T-series’ sustainable T-shirts. 
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Ideal clothing in any weather, on hot and cooler days, 
maximum freedom of movement and modern looks – the 
newly designed collection offers perfectly equipped prod-
ucts with top performance for all sporting activities.  

The materials are super lightweight and extremely breath-
able. With strong colours and cool cuts, the new models 
are also real eye-catchers.

PERFORMANCE AND STYLE

STARRY NIGHT JACKET WoMEN 
Totally stylish, any time of the day

This stylish design featuring an ultra-cool colour gradient was inspired by 
the	night	sky.	But	this	lightweight	jacket	with	a	high	collar	is	ideal	for	all	
fast-paced sports:

• The	wind-	and	water-repellent	FLEX	SHIELD	material	allows	you
perfect freedom of movement

• Extremely	breathable
• Can	be	stowed	in	either	of	the	two	side	pockets

Material:	FLEX	SHIELD	AIRLITE	DECO;	FLEX	SHIELD	AIRLITE;	
weight:	135	g	(size	S);100	%	PFC-free

STARRY NIGHT SoFTSHELL WoMEN 
Stylish design and perfect fit

This lightweight softshell jacket thrills with a stylish design featuring an 
ultra-cool colour gradient and is ideal for all fast-paced sports: 

• The	wind-	and	water-repellent	FLEX	SHIELD	material	allows	you
perfect freedom of movement

• Extremely	breathable
• Ideal	warmth
• Two	side	pockets	offer	optimal	storage	space

Material:	FLEX	SHIELD;	FLEX	SHIELD	DECOR;	
weight:	345	g	(size	S);	100	%	PFC-free;	 
bluesign® PRODUCT
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Super-lightweight products for all sporting activities
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STARRY NIGHT TIGHTS WoMEN
Outdoor sport with style

Whether you’re trail running or mountain  
biking – you’ll love the ultra-cool colour  
gradient of these sports trousers that allow 
you perfect freedom of movement: 

• Super-elastic	and	highly	breathable
• Material	equipped	with	S.Fresh	guarantees

long-lasting freshness
• Other	equipment	features	include	a	pocket
at	the	back	and	reflective	details

Material:	ULTRA	DYNAMIC	Q.M.C.	S	FRESH; 
weight: 200 g (size S) 

TASMAN JKT WoMEN
Optimal protection for power athletes

This windproof hybrid jacket is perfect for power 
sports.	The	extremely	flexible	material	follows	
every move you make, the light down layer in the 
front keeps you wonderfully warm: 

• The	down	compartments	are	not	quilted,
but glued

• This	creates	an	additional	warming	effect
• Quick-drying	and	highly	breathable

Material:	SPACER	Q.M.C.;	90/10	WHITE	DUCK	
DOWN	RDS,	700	cuin;	weight:	340	g	(size	S);	
100 % PFC-free

HILLToP TRAIL PANTS WoMEN
For perfect freedom of movement

These slim-fit trousers are ideal for warm days. 
The material feels extremely pleasant on the 
skin and provides reliable protection against UV 
radiation: 

• Waist	can	be	adjusted	for	optimal	fit
• Pre-formed	knees	provide	plenty	of	freedom

of movement
• Two	front	pockets	and	a	leg	pocket	offer

subtle storage space
• Reflective	logo

Material:	MINI	RIPSTOP	DOUBLE	WEAVE	
STRETCH	Q.M.C.;	S.FRESH;	UV	SHIELD; 
weight: 205 g (size 36)

oPoURI PEAK JACKET WoMEN
Lightweight	with	great	qualities

This super-lightweight jacket is perfect for athletic 
outdoor activities. The windproof STORMLOCK 
PAPERTOUCH material is breathable and has an 
significant feel:

• Optimal	freedom	of	movement	thanks	to
pre-shaped elbows

• The	lightweight	lining	provides	ideal	warmth
• Reflective	details	increase	visibility
• Can	be	compactly	stowed	in	a	matching

pack bag

Material:	STORMLOCK	PAPERTOUCH;	
NANUK	DYNAMIC;	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE;	
weight:	305	g	(size	S);	100	%	PFC-free

HILLToP TRAIL SKoRT WoMEN
Straightforward design and 
maximum comfort

This versatile skort looks good anywhere. The 
fast-drying fabric equipped with S.Fresh feels 
comfortable on the skin even at high tem-
peratures and ensures a long-lasting feeling of 
freshness: 

• The	elastic	waistband	and	inner	trousers	made
of pleasantly soft jersey guarantee optimum
freedom of movement

• Two	side	pockets	and	a	small	hidden
compartment integrated into the seam
offer unobtrusive storage space

• Reflective	logo

Material:	MINI	RIPSTOP	DOUBLE	WEAVE	STRETCH	
Q.M.C.;	S.FRESH;	UV	SHIELD;	SINGLE	JERSEY 
HEATHER	Q.M.C.;	S.FRESH;
weight:	180	g	(size	36)

oPoURI PEAK VEST WoMEN
WWW	redefined	–	
windproof, warm, wearable

A well-protected upper body and always optimal 
freedom of movement for the arms – this super-
lightweight vest with a high collar makes sporty 
outdoor activities even more fun:

• Windproof	and	breathable
• The	lightweight	lining	provides	ideal	warmth
• Two	side	pockets	offer	optimal	storage	space
• Reflective	details

Material:	STORMLOCK	PAPERTOUCH;	
NANUK	DYNAMIC;	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE;	
weight:	215	g	(size	S);100	%	PFC-free

04 0503
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HILLToP TRAIL SHIRT MEN
Perfect companion for everyday life and leisure time

The classic cut makes this long-sleeved shirt even ideal for the office. 
A chest pocket with zip and a concealed button strip accentuate the look:

• The	material	feels	extremely	pleasant	on	the	skin	even	at	high	temperatures
• Provides	reliable	protection	against	UV	radiation
• Equipped	with	S.Fresh	to	ensure	a	long-lasting	feeling	of	freshness
• Breathable	and	fast-drying

Material:	MINI	RIPSTOP	DOUBLE	WEAVE	STRETCH	Q.M.C.;	
S.FRESH;	UV	SHIELD;	weight:	255	g	(size	M)

HILLToP TRAIL PANTS MEN 
For perfect freedom of movement

These slim-fit trousers are ideal for warm days. The material feels extremely 
pleasant on the skin and provides reliable protection against UV radiation: 

• Waist	can	be	adjusted	for	optimal	fit
• Pre-formed	knees	provide	plenty	of	freedom	of	movement
• Two	pockets	on	the	front,	one	on	the	back	and	an	obliquely	integrated

leg pocket offer subtle storage space
• Reflective	logo

Material:	MINI	RIPSTOP	DOUBLE	WEAVE	STRETCH	Q.M.C.;	
S.FRESH;	UV	SHIELD;	weight:	255	g	(size	50)
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oPoURI PEAK JACKET MEN 
Lightweight	with	great	qualities

This super-lightweight jacket is perfect for athletic outdoor activities. The 
STORMLOCK PAPERTOUCH material has an unusual feel – like paper:

• Windproof	and	breathable
• Optimal	freedom	of	movement	thanks	to	pre-shaped	elbows
• The	lightweight	lining	warms	perfectly
• Reflective	details

Material:	STORMLOCK	PAPERTOUCH;	NANUK	DYNAMIC;	 
MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE;	weight:	320	g	(size	M);	100	%	PFC-free 

oPoURI PEAK VEST MEN 
WWW	redefined	–	windproof,	warm,	wearable

A well-protected upper body and always optimal freedom of movement 
for your arms –this super-lightweight vest with a high collar makes sporty 
outdoor activities even more fun:

• Windproof	and	breathable
• The	lightweight	lining	warms	perfectly
• Two	side	pockets	offer	optimal	storage	space
• Reflective	details

Material:	STORMLOCK	PAPERTOUCH;	NANUK	DYNAMIC;	
MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE;	weight:	215	g	(size	M);
100 % PFC-free
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#lite is the perfect tag for the backpacks in the new KALARI	
KINGSTON	series. The light packs with many functions are 
ideal companions for sporting hikes and trips. And they 
score points especially in matters of sustainability: the outer 

fabric, inner lining and rain and transport cover are made 
of recycled materials. For example, an average of 19 PET 
bottles (1 litre) go into making each KALARI KING 56. The 
highly technical materials are also completely PFC-free.

Absolutely sporty: multifunctional lightweights

KALARI KINGSToN KIT 56 + 16
Potent	combination:	big	travel	backpack,	
small daypack and an extra goodie

This individual equipment set wins over adventurers as a full multifunctional 
package! The basis is the light trekking backpack KALARI KING. With its 
clear lines and reduction to the essential, it is the perfect companion for 
quick trips and long journeys alike: 

• The	ACS	Tight	carry	system	and	preformed	back	area	ensure	an	optimal,
snug fit

• The	back	length	can	be	adjusted	to	fit	the	wearer
• Elastic	mesh	pockets	on	the	front	and	sides	offer	additional

stowage space
• The	integrated	rain	cover	protects	against	water	and	also	serves	as

a transport cover
• Further	practical	equipment	details	include	lateral	compression	straps,

a stowable waist belt and fastening points for trekking poles

The KALARI KING is ideally complemented by the KINGSTON daypack: 
• It	can	be	attached	in	front	to	the	padded	shoulder	straps	by	means	of

hooks. This keeps the daypack directly in view and well-protected from theft

The extra goodie is the portable refuse sack RE WASTY:
• Protects	nature	by	letting	you	take	your	trash	home	with	you
• Roll	packsack
• Completely	recycled	product	–	from	the	fabric	to	the	buckle
• Washable	and	reusable

Material:	DIAMOND	RIPSTOP	300D	RE;	
KALARI volume:	56	litres;	weight:	1,750g;	
KINGSTON	volume:	16	litres;	weight:	580g 
RRP: 
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from an average of 50 1-litre PET bottles. At the same time, 
outdoor enthusiasts are being won over by THERMOZONE	
TECHNOLOGY, which provides especially good insulation for 
the areas of the body most sensitive to cold, such as the head, 
torso and feet. Optimum sleeping comfort guaranteed! 

Temperature T max:   +17° C
Temperature T comf:    -3° C
Temperature T lim:       -9° C
Temperature T ext:       -27° C

The JACK WOLFSKIN sustainability offensive for the 2019 
summer season is now being extended to sleeping bags! 
Both	the	outer material and the padding of the new high-
tech SMOOZIP series consist of up to 100 per cent recycled 
material. The SMOOZIP -9, for example, reuses the material 

RE SMooZIP -9
Light,	warm,	clever!

This lightweight, mummy-shaped sleeping bag is ideal for outdoor 
adventures. It keeps the user optimally warm even on frosty nights with 
temperatures as low as −9 degrees Celsius. The RE SMOOZIP -9 takes its 
name from the innovative S-shaped course of the zipper. It follows the 
intuitive line of movement, allowing the elastic two-way zipper to be easily 
opened	or	closed	with	a	single	fluid	motion,	even	while	lying	down.	And	
the inner world of the sleeping bag is just as cleverly worked out: the 
foot,	arm	and	neck	areas	are	lined	with	soft	fleece	and	padded	for	extra	
warmth. The lined Eskimo hood covers the head and neck perfectly and 
can be easily and independently adjusted by an elastic cord with one hand. 
The integrated warmth collar completely encloses the neck. This keeps the 
warmed air in the sleeping bag from escaping through the head opening. 
The mummy form is cut generously enough so that the user can comfort-
ably bend their legs. On the trail, the SMOOZIP can be compactly stowed 
in a backpack. 

Material: SOFTTOUCH RIPSTOP 30D RE;	
available	in	two	sizes:	up	to	a	body	length	of	175	cm,	weight:	1,815g;	
up	to	a	body	length	of	195	cm,	weight:	1,890g

Sustainable material and wonderful warmth – the new dimension in sleeping bags 
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Whether it’s a grand expedition or a weekend backpacking 
trip, any true outdoor adventure requires a tent. The tent 
It’s an essential piece of equipment for all who are at home in 
the outdoors and need reliable protection from the elements. 

With the ultralight	 EXOLIGHT	 I,	 JACK	WOLFSKIN	has	now	
developed a hybrid tent with smart functions – for outdoor 
enthusiasts with an appreciation for high-quality materials and 
sophisticated details.

tent with smart functions – for roaming lone wolves 

EXoLIGHT I
Little	miracle	of	space:	extra-light	and	
easy to pitch 

This tent is ideal for solo wanderers and all 
who prefer to sleep alone while on the trail. 
The	EXOLIGHT	I	is	super-light,	easy	to	pitch,	
and comfortably accommodates one person. 
The interior and exterior tents are connected 
with each other and simply hung from the 
frame with fastening clips on the outside, 
allowing the interior to stay dry even in setup 
during rainy weather. The interior is coated 
with PU and the exterior with silicone. This 
makes it not only very resistant to tension and 
tearing, but also waterproof over the long 
term. The frame construction likewise forms 
a single, integrated structure, providing for 
excellent stability in windy conditions and 
very easy setup. Just six pegs are enough to 
securely anchor the tent to the ground. 
The	door	to	the	EXOLIGHT	I	can	be	rolled	up	
and fixed to the frame with additional clips. 
Thanks to the additional ventilation window 
and the tension in the overall construction, 
air continues to circulate freely – without 
mosquitoes getting in. Well-conceived details: 
colour-coding on the frame facilitates setup, 
and	reflectors	at	important	anchoring	points	
and zippers ensure visibility.
A vestibule offers protection for cooking and 
space for the backpack.

Material: SILICONISED HT NYLON RIPSTOP 
20D	(outer	tent);	MOSKITO	MESH	15D	(inner	
tent);	HYDROFILM	SILICONISED	NYLON	40D	
(floor);	DAC	FEATHERLITE	NSL	9	mm	(frame);	
dimensions, inner tent: 
60	cm	wide,	100	cm	high,	215	cm	long; 
dimensions, outer tent: 
70 cm wide (155 cm incl. 2 vestibules), 
115	cm	high,	230	cm	long;
vestibule	depth:	70	cm;	weight:	1,435 g
(1,245 g stripped down)
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Size matters! The new JWP Capsule Collection is centred 
on handy formats – all of its products are light, compactly 
stowable and deliver top performance. With its clear, 
avant-garde design and highly functional materials, the 

new Active Urban Travel concept uniquely combines style-
consciousness and technology. And in doing so offers 
maximum flexibility and perfect outfits for all spontaneous 
activities.

the JWP collection – perfect outfits for spur-of-the-moment trips 

JWP PACK 18
Super-lightweight with straightforward 
styling 

This extra-light backpack is highly versatile. 
The large opening via the two-way side zipper 
provides a fast, direct overview of, and access 
to, the main compartment:

• Phone	and	keys	can	be	securely	stowed	in
the zipper pocket inside

• Adjustable	shoulder	straps
• Backpack	can	be	stowed	entirely	within	the

integrated bag
• Two	elastic	mesh	side	pockets
• Reflective	logo

Material:	CROSS	RIP	75D;	volume:	18	litres;	
weight:	180g;	100	%	PFC-free

JWP WATERPRooF BAG 
Sure protection against the elements

This packsack is ideal for stowing damp clothing 
or sensitive equipment:  

• Waterproof
• Practical	roll	closure
• Can	be	compactly	rolled	up

Material:	CROSS	RIP	75D;	volume:	4	litres;	
weight:	20g;	100	%	PFC-free

SEVEN WoNDERS PACKER LoW
Casual sneaker for all the wonders 
of this world

This lightweight shoe was inspired by the idea of 
travelling to all the greatest sights on the planet 
with as light a load as possible. It makes even 
long sightseeing trips feel like relaxed walks: 

• Lightest	shoe	in	the	whole	collection
• Extreme	breathability	guaranteed
• Optimum	wearing	comfort	even	in	warm

regions or on hot days
• Extremely	flexible	upper	material	allows	the

shoe to be perfectly folded and stowed
• Available	in	women’s	as	well	as	men’s	sizes

Material:	AIR	FLOW	MESH;	neoprene; 
weight: 410g (size 4)
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EXtREMELy PACKABLE,
VERY STYLISH



JWP SHELL MEN
Minimalist	design,	maximum	mobility

This ultralight, two-layer jacket is always an 
inspired companion. The mechanical stretch 
material is 100 % recycled and offers optimum 
freedom of movement: 

• Clear	colours	underscore	the	clean	look
• Reflective	details
• The	jacket	can	be	fully	stowed	in	the	side

pocket

Material:	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	STRETCH	2L;	
Weight:	430g	(size	M);100	%	PFC-free

JWP SHELL WoMEN
Minimalist	design,	maximum	mobility

This ultralight, two-layer jacket is always an 
inspired companion. The mechanical stretch 
material is 100 % recycled and offers optimum 
freedom of movement: 

• Reflective	details
• The	jacket	can	be	fully	stowed	in	the	side	pocket
• Mega-stylish	in	the	trendy	colour	rose	quartz

Material:	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	STRETCH	2L;	
weight:	370	g	(size	S);100	%	PFC-free

JWP VEST WoMEN
Stylish all-round talent 

Worn alone, this high-collared, quilted vest cuts a 
fine figure. Worn under or over a jacket, it  
creates the perfect layered look:

• The	windproof,	breathable	material	is	100	%
recycled

• The	light	fill	keeps	the	wearer	comfortably
warm

• Two	side	pockets	offer	ample	carrying	space
• The	jacket	can	be	fully	stowed	in	a	matching

packsack

Material:	STORMLOCK	ECOSPHERE	20D	RIPSTOP;	
MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE;	
weight:185g	(size	S);	100	%	PFC-free

JWP PANT WoMEN 
Travel and discover in style 

Super-light travel pant with narrow leg and side-
opening pockets. The four-way stretch material is 
extremely	flexible,	fast-drying	and	breathable:

• Wrinkle-free	even	after	long	trips
• Optimal	UV	protection
• The	pant	can	be	fully	stowed	in	a	matching

packsack

Material:	MINI	RIPSTOP	DOUBLE	WEAVE	X-LITE	
UV	Q.M.C.;	weight:	220g	(size	S)

JWP VEST MEN
Stylish all-round talent  

Worn alone, this high-collared, quilted vest cuts 
a fine figure. Worn under or over a jacket, it  
creates the perfect layered look:

• The	windproof,	breathable	material	is
100 % recycled

• The	light	fill	keeps	the	wearer	comfortably	warm
• Two	side	pockets	offer	ample	carrying	space
• The	jacket	can	be	fully	stowed	in	a	matching

packsack

Material:	STORMLOCK	ECOSPHERE	20D	RIPSTOP;	
MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE;	
weight:	215g	(size	M);	100	%	PFC-free

JWP PANT MEN 
Travel and discover in style 

Super-light travel pant with narrow leg and side-
opening pockets. The four-way stretch material is 
extremely	flexible,	fast-drying	and	breathable:

• Wrinkle-free	even	after	long	trips
• Optimal	UV	protection
• The	pant	can	be	fully	stowed	in	a	matching

daypack

Material:	MINI	RIPSTOP	DOUBLE	WEAVE	X-LITE	
UV	Q.M.C.;	weight:	240g	(size	M)		
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Out in nature, right at home! Round the clock, 365 days a year! For 
the new season, JACK WOLFSKIN is launching a Capsule Collection 
just for men. The JW365 products are inspired by nature, for nature. 
Their modern technical features and bold colour combinations make 
them absolute highlights. Six exciting styles – with striking colour-
blocking and lots of functions for maximum performance.  
Life’s best outdoors. Every day.

the JW365 collection – 
year-round multifunctional style 

PERFORMANCE 
FOR EVERY DAY

  365 INFLUENCER JACKET MEN      365 MILLENIUM JACKET MEN 

  365 SPACER MEN      365 T MEN 
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Light outfits for quick city trips and extended tours
COOL TRAVELS
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Summertime is travel time! And the best way to travel is to 
travel light. So for the new EVERYDAY OUTDOOR collection 
for SS 2019, JACK WOLFSKIN has developed ultralight 
travel outfits. They take up minimal stowage space yet 

are so functional that they are the perfect companion on 
even long trips. And in an extra sustainability plus, the en-
tire EVERYDAY OUTDOOR clothing collection is completely 
PFC-free. 

  MOJAVE PANTS WOMEN      JOURNEY HAT      DESERT SKORT 

  BLUE	LAKE	CUFFED	PANTS	MEN				   INDIAN SPRINGS DRESS    

  BEAT	TRAIN	70				   TRAVEL LITE LOW WOMEN   
  ULTRA COOL TOWEL S           
TRAVEL LITE LOW MEN 
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plug in your
power bank

Clever and functional outerwear for commuters
A SURE THING
More and more commuters travel to and from the city every 
day, by bike, bus or rail. Their clothing has to tick many boxes 
– high functionality, rain and theft protection for devices like
laptop or phone, office-appropriate styling. To meet all these

needs, JACK WOLFSKIN has developed unusual products that 
combine pioneering design with sustainable materials. For 
example, there’s the innovative	POWER	ON	series with  
integrated	USB	port	for	power	banks.	Smart	and	stylish!

  POWER ON 26      COOGEE      PHOENIX	Y.D.				   TRT	RIDE	BAG	
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Light and summery styles with good mood guaranteed
SUMMER FEELING
These new TROPICAL	print garments are inspired by the 
endless beaches of Australia and New Zealand, and the 
casual	 styles	 of	 surfers	 at	 legendary	 spots	 like	 Bondi	 or	

Bells	Beach.	Multifunctional,	light	and	small-packing,	these	
styles are ideal travel companions that put you in a summery 
mood even in the heart of the city.  

  TROPICAL	BLOUSON	WOMEN				   CAPE YORK COAT WOMEN 

  TROPICAL PARKA WOMEN     TROPICAL	SCARF	BLANKET				   BONDI	
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Total mosquito protection the smart way – sustainable and sure
NONE SHALL PASS
In many of the most exciting and interesting travel destina-
tions, mosquitoes aren’t just a bother, they’re a real threat. 
Every year more than 700,000 people around the world die of 
mosquito-borne diseases like malaria, Zika and yellow fever.  
So for the upcoming season JACK WOLFSKIN developed  
innovative MOSQUITO	PROOF	technology. The material is 

not chemically	treated;	instead,	it’s	woven so tight that it 
is physically impossible for a mosquito to bite through it. It’s 
healthier than chemicals, and the protection can’t wash out. 
The fabric is a 74 % polyamide and 26 % cotton blend that 
is light and pleasant on the skin. It gives protection from 
mosquito bites as well as UV radiation. 

  LAKESIDE JACKET WOMEN      LAKESIDE	FIELDJACKET	WOMEN	

  LAKESIDE PANTS KIDS      LAKESIDE JACKET MEN       LAKESIDE ROLL-UP SHIRT MEN 
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Ideal protection from the elements? Yes, and with style! 
For the new collection JACK WOLFSKIN has developed 
products that will be a hit with urban trendsetters. They 
feature unusually straightforward design, high functionality 

and strong colours. The materials are 100 % PFC-free, and 
partly recycled in some styles. They look good, and they 
have an unusual, appealing feel. 

  PORT LINCOLN PARKA MEN                 
ROCKY RIVER COAT WOMEN 

  SUMMER	STORM	JACKET	MEN	

   LOGO SWEATSHIRT WOMEN 
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Casual, functional looks for urban trendsetters 

WEAthER 
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In the new season, JACK WOLFSKIN is placing especially strong 
accents in its shoe collection, underscoring its competence 
and expertise. In the ACTIVE OUTDOOR and EVERYDAY 
OUTDOOR areas, a wide variety of new models offers the 
fitting selection for every need, all kinds of weather and any 
taste. In addition to the numerous new models, classics and  
bestsellers have been thoroughly updated in the areas of 
design and function – with a focus on reduced weight and 
optimal performance. The classification and labelling of all 

shoes in accordance with the international Activity Index is also 
new:	the	different	categories,	A	(light	hiking	boots),	A/B	(high	
hiking	boots)	and	B	 (classic	 trekking	boots),	offer	consumers	
easy orientation and support them in their purchasing decision. 

In the area ACTIVE OUTDOOR, we have continued our time-
proven cooperation with the Alpinschule	Innsbruck	(ASI). 
Professional mountain guides provided important stimulus in 
the ongoing development of our highly technical hiking boots. 

New models and cool updates in matters of design and function

thE gREAt 
FOOTWEAR OFFENSIVE

ALL TERRAIN PRo TEXAPoRE MID MEN / WoMEN
Trekking classic with new design and improved function

The ALL TERRAIN PRO is a true all-rounder. This light trekking shoe  
guarantees perfect comfort and a secure step on moderately difficult 
terrain and longer expeditions:

• Compact	fit,	narrow	profile
• VIBRAM	sole	provides	optimal	traction	on	all	terrain
• Waterproof	and	breathable	due	to	TEXAPORE	membrane
• Rubber	caps	protect	toes	and	heel
• TPU	frame	construction	gives	sure	footing
• Category:	B

Material:	HYDROPHOBIC	SUEDE;	HYDROPHOBIC	MESH;	TEXAPORE	O2+ 
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VoJo HIKE 2 TEXAPoRE MID MEN / WoMEN
Update	for	a	classic	

Now	lighter,	more	flexible	and	more	comfortable,	but	just	as	rugged	as	
before! This hiking boot proves itself with new design and even better 
performance: 

• Combination	of	highly	water-repellent,	sturdy	suede	leather	and
textile fabric

• Waterproof,	breathable	TEXAPORE	membrane
• Super-comfortable	fit	due	to	soft	cushioning	in	upper	and	heel
• Flexible,	light	sole	with	good	shock	absorption	for	easy	hikes
• Toe	protection
• Category:	A

Material:	HYDROPHOBIC	MESH;	HYDROPHOBIC	SUEDE;	TEXAPORE 
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RoCK HUNTER LoW MEN / WoMEN
Comfortable lightweight shoe for leisure, travel and 
other activities

This light hiking shoe is the ideal companion on day trips from spring 
to autumn: 

• Comfortable	fit
• Flexible	sole	with	good	traction	on	various	terrain
• Breathable/keeps	feet	optimally	cool	and	dry
• Protective	toe	and	heel	cap
• Easy	lacing	thanks	to	nylon	loops
• Category:	A

Material:	HYDROPHOBIC	MESH;	MICROFIBER 
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ACTIVATE XT TEXAPoRE MID
Multi-talent	for	all	activities

The waterproof, multifunctional shoe in a leisure-time style is a genuine 
all-round	talent.	Its	flexible,	athletic	sole	ensures	secure	footing	on	trails,	
on easy terrain and also in the city:

• Multifunctional	use
• Very	good	shock	absorption
• Breathable,	quick-drying	inner	lining
• Protective	toe	and	heel	cap
• Category:	A

Material:	HYDROPHOBIC	MESH;	HYDROPHOBIC	SUEDE;	TEXAPORE 
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In the EVERYDAY OUTDOOR range, multifunctional models 
are scoring points this season with cool design – right in 
step with the motto ‘younger, fresher, lighter’! The new 
outdoor styles are ideal companions for all activities – on 

holiday or at leisure, out in nature or on city trips. They 
prove themselves as genuine all-rounders and are light, 
breathable and super-comfortable. 

  COOGEE	LOW	MEN	/	WOMEN	  COOGEE	CHILL	LOW	MEN	/	WOMEN				  
AUCKLAND	LOW	MEN	/	WOMEN	

  AUCKLAND	MID	MEN	/	WOMEN				

  AUCKLAND	RIDE	LOW	MEN	/	WOMEN	   
COOGEE	KNIT	LOW	MEN	

  AUCKLAND SLIPPER LOW WOMEN 
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New models and cool updates in matters of design and function
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This season, too, JACK WOLFSKIN has a sharp eye on little 
adventurers. The new models are fully oriented to children’s 
need for movement. They are now even lighter and more 
flexible, but always provide optimal footing and reliable 

protection from wind and weather. At the same time, the 
range has been expanded with styles that excite not only 
kids, but teens as well. 

MTN ATTACK 3 TEXAPoRE MID / LoW K
Comfortable,	light	and	safe	–	just	what	kids	want

This easy-care hiking boot in contemporary design can handle it all: 

• Flexible	hiking	sole	affords	perfect	traction	on	almost	any	terrain
• Optimal	shock	absorption	and	easy	roll-over	thanks	to	EVA	midsole
• Caps	on	toes	and	heel	protect	children’s	sensitive	feet
• Easy	to	tie
• Available	in	two	versions:	low	and	mid,	with	ankle-high	upper	for

especially secure footing
• Category:	A

Material:	HYDROPHOBIC	MICROSUEDE;	HYDROPHOBIC	MESH;	TEXAPORE 

JUNGLE GYM CHILL VC LoW 
Best	friend	for	climbing	and	balancing

Ultralight yet very rugged, this shoe was developed specially to meet the 
demands	of	little	climbing	champions.	It	is	extremely	flexible	and	well-
ventilated: 

• Sole	with	climbing	profile	guarantees	sure	traction
• Light,	breathable	outer	material	ensures	optimal	ventilation
• Easy	to	put	on	and	take	off	thanks	to	Velcro	fasteners
• High-rise	rubber	caps	protect	toes	and	heel

Material:	AIR	FLOW	MESH;	HYDROPHOBIC	MESH 
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New models and cool updates in matters of design and function
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KIWI LoW K
Lightweight	in	cool	design	

This light shoe is ideal for every day and any adventure:

• Airy	outer	material	for	optimal	ventilation	even	on	hot	summer	days
• Sole	in	trendy	colours	takes	every	movement	in	stride
• EVA	midsole	ensures	perfect	shock	absorption

Material:	AIR	FLOW	MESH;	POLYESTER 

CooGEE LoW K
Through the summer in style 

This light sneaker doesn’t just excite kids, but teens too. The thick sole 
underscores the cool style while also providing excellent shock absorption: 

• Outer	material	allows	optimal	ventilation	even	on	hot	summer	days
• EVA	midsole	ensures	perfect	shock	absorption
• Toe	cap	protects	the	foot	and	the	shoe	material

Material:	AIR	FLOW	MESH;	MICROFIBER 
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